System – Gurus Provider

About System-Gurus Providers (SysGuru)
Driven by our passion & innovation, SysGuru is a Leading International Technology & Development Firm. Our core focus is in creating solutions
for individuals and companies which position them on the cutting edge of technology.
Our world class team combines expertise in Innovation, Strategy, Technology, Marketing and Brand Positioning, our success comes from
knowing the best proven strategies to ensure that we deliver on our clients requirements from concept through to a highly successful
implementation

SysGuru Process
Our approach towards our work goes beyond merely applying the latest innovations, technology and techniques. At SysGuru, it's all about our
clients, their image, their brand, their customers, their process, products and services.
We help our clients break through the clutter and stand out, we ensure our clients differentiate and leverage their identity, communication and
establishment in the market place.

SysGuru Leaders
SysGuru has a team of highly skilled and experienced individuals who all share the same excitement and energy within SysGuru We allocate
highly skilled, intellectual, efficient and diverse staff to each project that we undertake. Our mixed bag of developers, designers, project managers
and management team are all extremely committed to the success of their clients and projects and clients.

Innovation
Fresh ideas and methods are what keep us thriving; we encourage everyone from our customers through to our in house team to have a voice
and to learn about the latest ideas and methods to ensure that we are all a breath of fresh air.

Quality
It is imperative that every day we associate everything we do in the highest regard. We pride ourselves to paying attention to detail to ensure
everyone achieves the results they desire.

Simplicity
Everything we do is easy to understand, easy to follow and most of all, easy to be a part of. It's easy like a Sunday morning

Our Services
Software Development
There is an old adage that says 'People don't plan to fail, they fail to plan'. We believe that the planning process is the most important in the
delivery of successful projects. Through our experience we have found the correct methodology proven to be the most comprehensive solution for
project management, while retaining the flexibility that is crucial in the Internet project environment.
We use the best proven solution framework on all our projects ensuring that your deliverables are kept, the project delivered on time and
according to specification.
SysGuru is a leading business and technology company delivering world class services, developing state of the art technology products and
applications.
SysGuru aims to accelerate the creation of client’s software products from the stages of conceptualisation through to implementation, reducing
time to market helping to make schedules predictable in order to better manage resources, calculate costs, and reduce risks. With SysGuru as
your technology partner and service provider, we will bring your product to life.
Our team of expert developers and managers has an extensive knowledge base that extends across databases (SQL based, MySQL, Oracle,
and Sybase), Microsoft and other technologies (.NET, ASP, C#, Delphi, VB, Java, JEE, BPM, ITIL, Air, Flex, etc....)

Web Application Development
At SysGuru we create groundbreaking web applications that enable our customers to shine in their marketplace. Our framework based
development approach enables rapid development of robust web applications, delivered on time and at competitive costs.
In summary, SysGuru take on advanced web application projects with innovative, reliable solutions to the most complex problems faced by a
business. A grade skills combined with excellent delivery ensures successful solutions to mission critical problems.
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We use the best proven solutions framework on all our projects ensuring that your deliverables are kept, the project delivered on time and
according to specification
Web Technologies Includes:
PHP, MySQL, ASP, ASP .NET, AJAX, Jquery, Flash ActionScript, Softpage, Ez, X-cart, (x)HTML / CSS, Payment gateway integration, Third party
API/plugins integration.

UI & UX Design
Advanced Information Technologies have made it crucial for a company to have its own mobile accessible website. But it is no longer a mere rule
of etiquette but a way of boosting the profits, attracting more customers and getting in touch with the right partners.
Our expert team of web designer understand the core principles of human behaviour on the web, through extensive studies and experience we
prepare fully customised solutions for all of our clients.
We build a detailed strategy for you to best reach company goals by analysing your brand, products/ services, target audience and your
competitors. We offer the best combination of services, technology, methodology, customer service and results that ensure companies achieve
the highest possible results.

Website Designing
Advanced Information Technologies have made it crucial for a company to have its own web site. But it is no longer a mere rule of etiquette but a
way of boosting the profits, attracting more customers and getting in touch with the right partners.
Our expert team of web designer understand the core principles of human behaviour on the web, through extensive studies and experience we
prepare fully customised solutions for all of our clients.

Mobile Application Development
SysGuru is a trusted partner for Mobile Application Development through our multi platform development and backend integration capabilities.
Our customers benefit from our global experience and A Grade skill sets developing across all major platforms.
In today's ever evolving world, people are changing from desktop applications to mobile environments and leveraging these attempts, companies
are carrying out remarkable progressions to satisfy their customers. The Mobile Application Development is nothing but the process where
applications are developed for handy/ mobile devices. These applications installed on their devices enable the users to bring all the desktop
technologies to their fingertips and stay connected anytime, anywhere!
SysGuru offers unique expertise in Mobile Application Development across various platforms including: iOS, Blackberry, Android, Windows
Mobile and J2ME. Driven by our passion for mobile application development we constantly explore new avenues in the mobile apps sphere to
bring our clients the very latest technology capabilities. Let your imagination run wild whilst we ensure that our experienced team of Mobile
Application bring your ideas to life.
We have developed and offer several services related to mobile platform such as custom UI implementation, Network Quality Of Service, Network
Communication, GPS, Wi-Fi, Socket Communication, Multi Media API, SyncML, Web Services (SOAP), Shopping Cart, Payment Gateway
(Google Checkout, pay pal), Game application, Social Networking, Maps, Ad - Server, etc.
We strive to work on all advanced and complex requirements and are ready to tackle and any new challenge. With our combination of technical
expertise, innovation, and global knowledge we are able to offer our clients the best solution to their problem.

For more information contact us at:

Email: sam.rabophala@sysguru.co.za
[Managing Director]

Cell: 073 213 7605

Tell: 087 730 5621

Web: http://www.sysguru.co.za
==============================================================================================================
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